Transformers Animated Chocolate Eggs
by j.piest

The series debuted on
sideproducts like “making
Chocolate eggs. I'm sure
a chocolate casing

Cartoon Network on December 26, 2007 and there were many
your own keychain” packs and offcourse the topic of this article,
everybody knows the 'Kinder Surprise' eggs which are eggs with
and toy inside. Transformers Animated had a similar idea.

Some boxes with egg, 3 eggs in each box, 1 blue cocoon with toy inside each egg.

Shown above are the egg wrapped and the wrapping unwrapped.
Let's begin with the line up:

this is a scan of the booklet which is inside each egg
(from left to right)
1.Optimus(figure) 2.Ratchet(vehicle) 3.Bulkhead(figure) 4.Megatron(figure) 5.Bumblebee(vehicle)
6.Prowl(figure) 7.Ratchet(figure) 8.Bulkhead(vehicle) 9.Bumblebee(figure) 10.Starscream(figure
11.Prowl(vehicle) 12.Optimus(vehicle)

I have 7 of these(2,4,5,6,10,11,12) with 5 i'm actively looking for.
These are fun toys however not adjustable, static is what to describe them. The fun is in
the size, one could even drill a hole through one and attach it to a keychain.
I will be looking at the toys i own seperately now.
2.Ratchet(vehicle).

4.Megatron(figure)

5.Bumblebee(vehicle)

6.Prowl(figure)

10.Starscream(figure

11.Prowl(vehicle)

12.Optimus(vehicle)

I haven't got all the toys yet but am working that.

The toys I have

scanned box art

Conclusion/afterthought:
I hope you've got some idea of what these toys are. The average size is about 2,5
centimeter(1 inch) and although small are great to display.(except vehicle prowl) Some toys
are better than others, for instance the figures are all fun, the vehicles also with exception
for Prowl as Bike because it just won't stand on it's own. However, if you get the chance
to buy these please do so. Just remember not to pay too much.
I bought a couple boxes at the BOTS convention in the Netherlands 2011 and I got
hooked on them, I have only seen these at Action shops which are in the Netherlands
but don't carry these anymore. A local comicstore had a few left but that's all.
When and if I get the serie complete I will follow this article up.
Sharp Photographs by Simone.
Scans and some more blurry photographs by me.

More Information:
http://www.tfw2005.com/boards/transformers-news-rumors/305418-transformersanimated-super-surprise-toys.html
video(german)
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_T5TGfsX5CY
distributor:
www.bip-international.com

